Thomas Middleton’s Entertainments for William Cockayne (1619-20)

zzNotes.Queries <notes.queries@oup.com>  
To: "sumeikok@gmail.com" <sumeikok@gmail.com>

Dear Dr Kok,

The editors would like to accept your note 'Thomas Middleton’s Entertainments for William Cockayne (1619-20)' for publication. We cannot say at present whether it will appear in the June 2017 or September 2017 issue. The editor would like you to check footnote 8: 'influenced by Chapman', should this read 'influenced by Nashe'?

In order to publish your article, Oxford University Press requires that you complete a licence agreement online. Your link to the online licensing will be provided to you by the Production Team at Oxford University Press, in the form of an email from NOTESJ.oup@cevoo.com. I cannot say for certain when you will hear from them but, for the June issue, I think it is likely to be in late March/ early April. Proofs will reach you by email and at a later date you will receive offprints.

Best wishes,
Alicia Black

Editorial Assistant, Notes and Queries
notes.queries@oup.com

Notes and Queries
Wolfson College
Linton Road
Oxford, OX2 6UD
UK

Oxford University Press (UK) Disclaimer

This message is confidential. You should not copy it or disclose its contents to anyone. You may use and apply the information for the intended purpose only. OUP does not accept legal responsibility for the contents of this message. Any views or opinions presented are those of the author only and not of OUP. If this email has come to you in error, please delete it, along with any attachments. Please note that OUP may intercept incoming and outgoing email communications.

Su Mei Kok <sumeikok@gmail.com>  
To: "zzNotes.Queries" <notes.queries@oup.com>

Dear Alicia Black,

Thanks for the good news. And yes, it should of course read "influenced by Nashe".

Many thanks, Su Mei
[Quoted text hidden]

Su Mei Kok, PhD.
Senior Lecturer
Dept of English
Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences
University of Malaya